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AUTOMATED BALL DELIVERY AND TEE-UP SYSTEM

1. Pre-Paid Cards
Customers purchase a prepaid, pre-programmed debt card in any denomination and insert it directly into the NorthSTAR III Tower. Play begins immediately eliminating the time and hassle that purchasing a bucket of golf balls creates.

Prepaid cards are sold in multiple card denominations. This results in larger purchases, repeat business, customer loyalty and free advertising for the range. Additionally, the combination of the pre-paid card system and the automated tee-up results in a higher turn over per tee station.

2. Automated Tee-Up
The golf ball automatically tees-up every 4 seconds and is fully adjustable. Customers can adjust tee height from 0 to 52mm in 1mm increments.

The progressive tee height method is a great tool for golfers. It allows them to find the correct tee height for their swing.

The automation eliminates the time a golfer uses bending over to tee a ball. This allows for a more productive practice session.

3. Tower Display
The weather proof touch screen displays remaining number of golf balls on the debt card and tee height, the customer adjusts the tee height by pressing the up and down arrows on the screen. This allows the user to find just the right tee height.

A new feature for the NorthSTAR III is the advertising window in the top left portion of the screen. This can be utilised as a great way to communicate range or pro-shop specials to the customer.
4. Increased Revenue
Each station can generate more than 180 balls hit per hour. This results in an increase in your gross sales by at least 30%.

Customers love the benefits of automation. From the beginner to the avid golfer, this system will increase not only your sales but overall customer satisfaction.

5. Reduced Labour and Overhead Costs
Once balls are loaded into the pre-soak tank they are automatically washed, dried and delivered by a quiet screw-drive conveyor to each tee-station, all under computer control.

From the pre-soak tank to the tee, our systems completely automate the driving range. This increases management efficiency and customer convenience.

6. RMS Software
The Range Management Software (RMS) was developed to provide range owners complete control and flexibility in operating their facilities. The RMS will improve management decisions with daily sales figures, number of balls hit and total customers. This information is organized on a hourly, daily, weekly or monthly basis.

Each station’s status, including number of balls, minutes of use, card denomination and operation mode can be monitored by the RMS in real time.

- Up to four different prices per ball, per day can be programmed to change automatically every day.
- Special holiday or peak pricing is easily programmed.
- The ability to track repeat customers (ie money spent) so that you may offer incentives, bonuses and discounts for their loyalty.

7. Screw Drive Conveyor
Range Automation Systems has developed the least labour intensive golf ball transportation system on the market today.

Our systems are fabricated from anodized aluminium and will deliver up to 24,000 golf balls per hour. It is also whisper quiet, lightweight, rust proof and easy to maintain.

8. Stock Box/Tower
The screw drive conveyor delivers a steady supply of golf balls to this appealing tower. Each tower has a capacity of 600 golf balls. The tower then delivers the golf balls to the tee up machine.

All aspects of the system are controlled by advanced computer control and are accessible by RAS technicians back at their headquarters.

TESTIMONIALS

“The Range continues to do well and on weekends we often hit up to 60,000 balls. We are doing way in excess of your estimate of 40% increase in sales using your NorthStar II Automatic Tee-Up.” New Zealand’s only automated driving range with 27 stations built on a wooden structure.

“We are very pleased with the performance of our Automated Tee-Up System. It has exceed our expectations regarding sales and management efficiency ... The number of golf balls hit per customer is phenomenal. I would recommend installing an Automated Tee-Up System to anyone building a driving range.” A two level, 60 station system located next to a Dye designed golf course.

“I’ve tried a lot of innovative things on my ranges in the last 7 years, including every portable Tee-Up Machine, but nothing creates a lasting “WOW” factor like the Northstar Auto-Tee System.” A three level, 90 station driving range located in the largest dome in the US.
Safety from Golf Balls

Changing public attitudes to errant golf balls means it is becoming mandatory for all golf courses and golf practice ranges to prevent golf balls from entering neighbouring properties.

Safety from golf balls is now an important management issue. The legal and insurance ramifications are significant. Often re-design of a golf hole is either impossible or too expensive. Barrier fences often provide the best solution.

David Golf & Engineering is qualified to provide:

- Full design including engineering specifications.
- Custom installation whether with steel or timber poles.

Call David Golf & Engineering for:

- An obligation free assessment of cost including an opinion on specific design to suit your course or range, taking into account required height, wind loads and sub-soil foundations.
- Preparation of engineering and design plans prior to installation and fabrication.
- Management of the installation process.
Economy Netting
This type of netting is found on more golf facilities in the USA than any other net. Rope bordered to your exact pole and cable centres makes snap hook installation a breeze. Our netting will not turn grey, rot or mildew. 8 year warranty. Complete packages including net, hardware and poles are available.

Bordering Components and Attachment Twine
22mm Diameter braided polypropylene cover over MFP parallel core 1090kg test. Optional: 20mm Polyester rope edge with 1800kg test. Used for netting perimeter, horizontal windlines and vertical riblines. Attachment twine #42 braided black polyester 147kg tensile strength. Shackles or hooks are then used to attach netting panels to all support cables on 50mm centres. Net panels are hand bordered to your exact dimensions.

Specification Information
Product: 25mm Mesh golf range netting
Fibre: Hi-tenacity polyester
Colour: Black
Construction: Knotless warp knit
Break Strength: 45kg
Burst Strength: 136kg
UV Stabiliser: Impregnated, carbon black
Average field life: 10-15 years
Approx. percent solid: 8%

Supa Block Netting
A specifically manufactured yarn is used in this net. With a twist in yarns, tensile strength was added while maintaining a low coefficient of drag and minimal wind load. This translates to a stronger net without adding additional support. 10 year warranty. Complete packages available.

Bordering Components and Attachment Twine
20mm Polyester rope edge with 1800kg test attachment twine #42 diamond braided black polyester 147kg tensile strength. Spiral wound at each mesh to attach netting to perimeter, vertical riblines and horizontal windlines. Rope edge is attached to cable with a 20mm snap hook 50mm on centre. All panels are hand built to your exact dimensions.

Specification Information
Product: 25mm Mesh golf range netting
Fibre: Hi-tenacity polyester
Colour: Black
Construction: Knotless warp knit
Break Strength: 68kg
Burst Strength: 204kg
UV Stabiliser: Impregnated, carbon black
Average field life: 10-15 years
Approx. percent solid: 12%
Features a revolutionary ergonomic cushioning system. The Eagle Mat is the most realistic simulation to a fairway on the market. The Eagle Mat features an impact dampening system. The knitted nylon turf is bonded to an interface layer which protects the mat from tearing. The dampening system consists of highly elastic polyurethane fibres acting to absorb the impact of the club. This is then connected to an elastic vinyl mat for additional comfort. The end result is what gives the Eagle Mat an incredibly soft feel while providing extra protection to the golfer’s wrists, torso and lower body.

Size: 1.5m x 1.5m
Weight: 27kg
Thickness: 35mm
Available: Square or Octagonal
Code 70159
FINALLY - A Range mat that lets you hit ‘down and through’ the ball AND EVEN HOLDS A REAL TEE

The Augusta driving range mat has a long dense fibre system which absorbs and dissipates the blow delivered by a golf swing - like natural turf.

Normal golf tee is used without any special turn infill
32mm knitted nylon turf for a real feel
3mm urethane stabilising layer
14mm foam base for added comfort and stability
Size: 1500mm x 1500mm
Available: Square or Octagonal
Code 70146
BIRDIE, LINKS, DUAL TURF

BIRDIE MAT
• 2 Tiered foam 25mm base
• Lush 16mm pile
• Dimensions: 1.5m x 1.5m square or octagonal
• Weight: 27kg
Code 70158

LINKS MAT
Dual nylon pile construction, consisting of a 12mm curled fibre bottom layer for added cushioning upon impact and a straight 25mm upper pile creating a true simulation of a fairway lie.
• 25mm Foam Base
• Dimensions: 1500mm x 1500mm x 33mm square or octagonal
Code 70147

DUAL TURF MAT
Dual Turf is a two layer construction made of 100% nylon straight and curled. The straight fibre holds the ball which creates no resistance at impact. The curled fibre ensures a stable stance for the golfer
• Straight pile to provide the perfect lie
• Dimensions: 1500mm x 1500mm x 33mm square or octagonal
Code 70162
FIBERBUILT MAT

Fiberbuilt practice mats are a system of components offering great quality and versatility. The starting point is a rubber based tray into which you add a stance mat and hitting mat. The beauty is you can mix and match several choices of the components to best suit your needs. Fiberbuilt is known and respected for its natural hitting feel. Please call for more component options. Available Double & Single Sided.

COMPONENT PARTS OF FIBERBUILT MAT
A. Stance mats 176cm x 116cm
B. Teaching aides turf panels
C. Support frames 1.2m x 1.5m & 1.2m x 1.8m
D. ‘L’ Channel support frame

BALL TRAY - E
Ball tray. High impact thermo plastic, holds 100 balls
Code 70102

REPLACEMENT PANEL - B
30cm x 30cm interlocking replacement panels
Code 70110 Fairway
70112 Fairway/Rough
70113 Rough
70114 Sand
70115 Alignment Reference

RUBBER TEES
Hollow golf range tees
Code 70103 75mm
70104 66mm
70105 55mm

FRICITION TEES
Friction fit real golf tee holder
Code 70106 50mm
70107 30mm

RUBBER BACKED INSERT
• Synthetic grass insert
• Rubber backed
• Replacement insert for DGE1 driving range mat
• Centre line or plain
• Dimensions: 300mm x 600mm
Code 70151

SYNTHETIC GRASS PRACTICE MAT
• Tough synthetic grass is long wearing and attached to a vacuum cushioned rubber base, preventing slipping while in use
• Dimensions: 42cm x 72cm
• Complete with 2 rubber tees
Code 70152

PRACTICE MAT
RANGE BALLS

ONE/TWO PIECE RANGE BALLS
- Top grade one piece construction range balls
- Synthetic rubber for long distance, soft feel and durability
- Varnished cover by chemical covalent – bond coating
- Personalised logo at no extra cost (minimum 10,000)
- Colours: White with red stripe or yellow with black stripe

Code
50208W  White One Piece
50208Y  Yellow One Piece
50208W2 White Two Piece
50208Y2 Yellow Two Piece

REDUCE FLIGHT RANGE BALL
- 1 piece construction, 80 compression
- Code 50208RF

FLOATING RANGE BALLS
- 2 piece construction, 90 compression
- Code 50209

RANGE PAILS
- Made from tough polyethylene
- Reinforced, crush proof plastic
- Retains strength even in extreme temperatures
- Ultra tough, ultra light
- Easily stacked

Code
WK-76280 30-45 Ball Capacity
WK-72681 50-65 Ball Capacity
WK-76282 80-100 Ball Capacity
WK-76292 150-175 Ball Capacity

DRIVING BAY DIVIDERS
- Provides a convenient tee station for your range customers and gives your tee line a clean and well organised look
- Custom made to your requirements
- Features can include: Built in club rest, drink holder, holder for keys, mobile phone, wallet etc.
- Dimensions: 1500mm long, 900mm high front, 500mm high back
- Code 70180

PYRAMID STACKER
- Enhance your range appearance
- Creates a clean, organised tee line
- Ideal for special events
- Fast and easy to use
- Capacity 91 balls
- Code 70177 Pyramid Stacker
- 70176 Trays
## Range Accessories

### Shag Bag
- **Shag Bag**
  - Heavy Weight Nylon
  - Water Resistant
  - Metal Supports prevent ripping
  - When bag is full simply tip over to empty
  - Capacity 100 balls
  - Code: WK-77065

### Range Trays
- **Range Tray**
  - Designed to accompany all range mats
  - Capacity 100 balls
  - Dimensions: 31cm x 70cm
  - Code: 70169

### Rubber Tees
- **Rubber Tees**
  - Designed to fit all commercial driving range mats
  - Colour: Black
  - 25 tees per bag
  - Code: 70190 3cm, 70191 4.5cm, 70188 5cm, 70189 7.5cm, 70192 9cm

### Range Banners
- **Range Banners**
  - Steel Frame with Canvas Cover
  - Maximum visibility
  - Easy installation.
  - 1800mm high above ground
  - 300mm wide
  - Colours: Yellow/Black, Green/White
  - Available from 50 to 275 in increments of 25
  - Same style available with moulded plastic construction.
  - Replacement covers available.
  - Code: 70185

### Safe-T Putters - Mini Golf
- **Safe-T Putters**
  - The most durable putters on the market
  - Won’t crack or fade from sun exposure
  - Designed of ‘soft touch’ Nitrile rubber molded around entire blade
  - Specially weighted to meet industry standards
  - Code: 50400-S

### Miniature Golf Balls
- **Miniature Golf Balls**
  - Rainbow of fun colours
  - Two Piece Construction
  - Code: 50405

### Bag Stand
- **DGE Bag Stand – Single**
  - Durable powder coated 25mm O.D. steel tube
  - Lightweight
  - Colours: Brunswick green, black
  - Dimensions: 600mm high x 450mm wide
  - Code: 70300

### Sales Desk 1300 790 890
THE BALL HAWK LT
QUALITY & STRENGTH AT THE RIGHT PRICE

The Wittek Ball Hawk Series ball pickers are lightweight but the strongest ball pickers on the market today, contouring to any terrain and featuring one of the largest ball capacities of any gang configuration ball retriever. Wittek, the reliable ones since 1946.

NEWLY DESIGNED COMPOSITE DISCS
The industry’s strongest composite discs combine the best of strength and flexibility to endure the toughest picking conditions.

SPRING LOADED FORK ASSEMBLY
Our heavy-duty spring loaded caster fork absorbs shock and makes the Ball Hawk easy to guide. Convenient grease fittings ensure constant lubrication for longer wear and continuous smooth operation.

ADVANCED TURNING SYSTEM
Newly engineered tires on each drum section provide added reinforcement that greatly maximizes strength and manoeuvrability.

E-COATING - ANOTHER WITTEK EXCLUSIVE
Each picker frame and draw bar goes through a special chemical wash pre-treatment process and an E-Coat bath for a lifetime undercoat shield. Two separate powder coat finishes are then applied, resulting in the ultimate protection from the elements and wear.

INNOVATIVE POSI-LOCK BASKETS
Totally new basket design features a locking clip that secures hopper to frame for added durability. Each one holds 350 balls... the largest ball capacity of any lightweight ball picker.

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY POST ASSEMBLIES
Providing greater strength and performance while maintaining even and level height of baskets. The tubular steel frame has also been increased to 37mm in diameter, the strongest available on the market.

GOLF CART ADAPTERS
Adapter for mounting Ball Hawk Pickers to a conventional or utility golf cart. Specify year and model of golf cart when ordering.
3 GANG BALL HAWK LT
A great Starter Ball Picker for any range. 2.7m wide and can hold 2100 balls, can easily be increased to a five gang. Sold with a Push Bar and Mounting Bracket. Golf Cart Adapter Bracket sold separately. Code WK-71403

CONVERSION KIT
Contains all the necessary parts and attachments to convert your 3 Gang Ball Hawk Lt to a 5 Gang Ball Hawk Lt.

5 GANG BALL HAWK LT
Your best choice for medium to heavy volume range operations. Cuts down on the time it takes to retrieve balls. 4.5m wide and holds 3500 balls. Complete with Push Bar and Mounting Bracket. Golf Cart Adapter Bracket sold separately. Code WK-71405
BALL HAWK SINGLE SECTION

BALL HAWK SINGLE SECTION
IDEAL FOR SMALLER RANGES AND PRACTICE FAIRWAYS.

This Ball Picker is perfectly suited for small Driving Ranges and Golf Club Practice Fairways. It can be pushed or pulled making it perfect to adapt to a standard golf cart.

This small robust picker saves time and money and can pick up to 1000 balls in 10 minutes.

SINGLE SECTION BALL HAWK LT
Ideal for lighter ball picking jobs and those hard to reach areas. The ball capacity has been increased to 1075. Can be pushed or pulled. Pull bar included.
Width 1.5m
Code WK-71902

A-FRAME
Required for pushing single section, 1.5m Ball Hawk Lt only. Complete with one coupler and vehicle mounting brackets.
MAGNUM HARVESTER
THE BALL PICKER THAT ‘BACKS UP’

Standard Golf’s Magnum Harvester has features never before seen in a ball picker. Breaking the rule that no one else has broken is what makes it stand apart - the Magnum Harvester backs up with ease. It is also flat-tyre enabled - if the front tyre goes flat, the Harvester won’t lose a single step. The dual Integrated Gang Technology picks up balls in short and longer grass and is the key to manoeuvrability.

Additional Features Include:

- Operates at higher speed
- Reaches under trees and sweeps close to yardage markers or targets
- Powder-coated finish for rust-free endurance
- Gangs are pre-assembled at the factory ready to pick in less than 30 minutes
- Standardised assembly pins allow you to buy replacements anywhere

Code SG-85000

Single bolt attachment to vehicle

Spacers eliminate wear & shifting

Rust-free due to nine-stage cleaning and powder coating

Metal fingers won’t break
WITTEK COMMERCIAL BALL PICKER

FEATURING AN EXCLUSIVE TYRE DESIGN

More driving ranges across the world prefer the Wittek Commercial Ball Pickers over all other ball pickers. Built to last, these ball pickers are designed for today’s practice ranges and golf learning centres and ranges that demand top performance and manoeuvrability in a ball picker. No matter if your range terrain is flat and rugged or gently rolling, the Wittek Commercial Ball Picker retrieves your range balls with efficiency.

EXCLUSIVE TYRE DESIGN
Featuring a concave molding which plucks each ball off the ground, with precision crafted fingers and releases them safely into the picker basket. The cushion wedge ‘pick up’ protects balls from damage.

SAFE ON ALL TURF
The unique design of the single caster wheel draw bar allows for greater control and manoeuvrability on the fairway, and leaves the grass in its natural condition.

GREAT PERFORMANCE
Versatility combined with smooth manoeuvrability allows you complete control of your terrain. The picker’s ability to back up and turn out of corners increases its productivity while it saves you time.

BUILT TO LAST
No other ball picker can handle the abuse a picker goes through in day to day usage and absorb the constant ground shock like the Wittek Commercial Ball Picker. Its design features stainless steel ball bearings housed inside solid cast iron pillow blocks, as well as 1¼” square tubing.

PRECAST ADJUSTABLE BALL GUIDES
- Deflect balls directly into the patented concave tyres and into the hopper baskets.
- The ball guides are adjustable to suit the level of your terrain.
- Ideal for all ranges from rough and rocky surfacing to gently rolling and sandy soil.

ADJUSTABLE A-FRAME (SOLD SEPARATELY)
Required attachment for pushing Wittek Ball Pickers. Complete with three couplers and 3.0m long (Junior and Senior) or 3.6m long (Super) with 900mm adjustable spread.

GOLF CART ADAPTER (SOLD SEPARATELY)
Adapter for mounting Commercial Ball Pickers to any conventional or utility golf cart. Comes complete with 2 ball hitches. Specify year and model of golf cart when ordering.
WITTEK COMMERCIAL BALL PICKER

JUNIOR BALL PICKER
Two sections
Width 2.1m
Ball Capacity 1440
Code WK-71200

CONVERSION KIT
Our kits allow you to convert your Wittek Commercial Ball Picker to a larger model. Kits include all necessary parts and gang attachments.

SENIOR BALL PICKER
Three sections
Width 3.2m
Ball Capacity 2160
Code WK-71300

SUPER BALL PICKER
Five sections
Width 5.5m
Ball Capacity 3600
Code WK-71500
ONE GANG PICKERS PERFECT FOR THE CLUB RANGE

SINGLE UNIT BALL PICKER
One section
Width: 1.0m
Ball Capacity: 720
Code: WK-71100

ONE GANG PICKER - DOUBLE BASKET
This hand powered one gang picker is easy to push, yet holds over 700 balls.
It’s great for hard to reach areas near trees, on putting and chipping greens and around fences and ponds. 1.0m wide and only weighs 48kgs.
Code: WK-71865

SPARE PARTS

David Golf carries a full range of spare parts for all equipment that we sell.

**Ball Hawk Parts**
- Complete Gang Section
- Replacement Discs
- Baskets
- Front Jockey Wheel
- Bearings
- Front Forks
- Drum Axle

**Commercial Series Parts**
- Complete Drum Section
- Replacement Rubber Discs
- Baskets
- Front Jockey Wheel
- Bearings
- Axle
- Tyre Rods
- Spaces
David Golf specialises in the manufacture and design of all your signage and recycled plastic product requirements.

David Golf has the ability to custom make any type of sign or recycled plastic product to suit your golf range needs.

Products include:

Adjustable Metreage Boards
Rules Boards
Car Park Signage
Rubbish and Sand Bins
Distance Signage

All recycled plastic signage and products are manufactured and designed in house giving us the ability to supply top quality products and competitive prices.
BALL WASHERS

TWISTER RANGE
Twister Ball washers heavy gauge galvanised steel construction for strength and durability • Heavy duty nylon brush rotates inside steel spiral • Electrical safety disconnect when top is removed, prevents contact with moving brush • Foreign debris falls through spiral, minimising jamming • Motors are sealed against moisture • Large threaded tank drain allows fast draining and cleaning • All nuts and bolts nylon locked.

TWISTER 30L BALL WASHER
• The Twister 30L ball washer is a totally new concept in the built in loading system • With the flick of a switch, it automatically cleans and transports your balls to the dispenser or storage area • The patented loader has only one moving part • Hopper capacity: 800 balls • Washing capacity: 28,000 balls per hour Code DE-T30L

TWISTER 1 BALL WASHER
• Suitable for small driving ranges and golf courses • Hopper capacity: 600 balls • Washing capacity: 15,000 balls per hour Code DE-T10A
Range Management Solutions for:

- Range Ball Dispensers
- Range Membership
  - Disable & Replace lost or stolen accounts.
- Sales Graphs & Reports for:
  - Dispenser Events
  - Customer Balances
  - Monthly/Weekly Sales by Customer or Employee

Better Management, Bigger Profits

e-Range can track every basket dispensed by your range ball dispenser. You can balance employee’s cash to the actual sales at the dispenser, even weeks after their shift. You can print a report showing exactly what happened at the ball dispenser on that shift.

e-Range allows you to manage prepaid customer accounts; collect interest on money customers have deposited, and gives you the cash up front. It can pay for itself in less than a week!

e-Range can deactivate a lost or stolen account and replace it instantly with an accurate balance.

Golf Course driving range privileges can be managed more efficiently; use e-Range to eliminate token hoarding and free distribution of tokens to non-members.

Point of Sale integration with some of the most popular POS Software programs.

e-Range gives you information at your fingertips about your sales and customer purchasing habits. Sales graphics and reports of the week, month and customer activity can be reviewed and printed.

e-Range is the best Range Management System available today. Guaranteed!
E-RANGE SYSTEM

POINT OF SALE SOFTWARE
For Golf Clubs and Driving Ranges

- Eliminate the need for cash or token transactions at your dispenser!
- Create your own member discount programs
- View and print reports for sales by customer or employee
- Replace or void lost or stolen keys immediately
- Retrofit existing dispensers
- Point of Sale option expands system to all sellable goods
- Add additional computer stations as necessary
- 1 Year Warranty

E-RANGE KEYS
- Stores account balance.
- Fits easily on a key ring.
Featuring:

- All galvanised steel construction with a special ‘E-Coating’ lifetime undercoat shield and two separate powder coat finishes.
- Efficient built in counter keeps track of the number of balls dispensed/buckets sold, allowing management to maintain accurate daily sales records.

Dispensers have three vending options available: Token Mechanism, Bill Acceptor, and Golf Key Debit System. All three options can be used on one machine, either separately or in any combination. Options can also be easily added to your Pro-Former at a later date.

**PRO-FORMER 10.0**
- The best way to eliminate handling and ease distribution of range balls
- Convenient and attractive way to store your range ball inventory – minimises time spent refilling
- Maintenance free operation. Electrically operated with few moving parts
- Colour: Hunter Green
- Capacity: 10,000 balls
- Electrical: 240 Volt
- Size: 1575 mm high x 975mm wide x 100mm deep
- Weight: 430 lbs
- Gravity fed
- Ball Count: Can be set to deliver 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65 balls (please specify)

Code: WK-74751 Token Only
WK-74755 Token/Golf Key Debit System

**PRO-FORMER 5.0**
- Has all the features of Pro-Forma 10.0
- Capacity: 5,000 balls

Code: WK-74731 Token Only
WK-74735 Token/Golf Key Debit System

**PARTS**
- Actuator Arm
- Control Box
- Token Mechanism

**GOLF KEY DEBIT SYSTEM**
- Prepayment of range balls reduces cash handling
- Self service reduces labor costs
- Easy for customers to use
- Golf Keys are made of plastic and use high security smart chip technology. You insert the Debit Key into the Key Port on the Pro Shop Terminal and credit each key with the amount your customer desires. Your customer inserts the key into the Key Port on the Dispenser to order a small, medium or large pail of balls. The value of the pail of balls is debited off the key. It’s as simple as that!

The golf key debit system includes:
- 1 Pro shop terminal with a power supply
- 1 Dispensing terminal key port with a power supply
- 10 Program keys that include the following functions: ID, security, increase value, decrease value, and read total keys. Debit keys sold separately with no minimum order requirement.
David Golf has the expertise to design and construct practice facilities to cater for all your needs.

David Golf practice bays are designed for golfer safety and practicality. There are no internal supports or uprights, therefore preventing injury from ricocheting golf balls.

FLAT PACKS ARE AVAILABLE
Pre designed or custom designed flat packs can save money by using your own labour.

Contact your David Golf Representative for a design and quotation to suit you.
**POWER CAGE**
- Self standing cage assembles in minutes
- Durable, lexan plastic posts and fittings snap together. No tools or hardware needed.
- One piece netting made of the finest ¾” green square mesh nylon. UV treated for outdoor use.
- Easy to assemble. Netting simply velcros to the frame.
- Nylon rope cross members add stability and maximise wind-load protection.
- Includes 90cm x 90cm Target
- Size: 3m x 3m x 3m, Weight 36kgs
Code WK-79150

**SYNTHETIC GRASS**
- Suitable for many applications; golf practice bays, putting greens, etc
- Adhere to concrete base
- Available in 1.83m and 3.66m width
Code 70590

**ADHESIVE**
- Solvent Based
- 20 litres
Code 70595

**IMPACT NETTING**
David Golf’s Impact Nets are designed to withstand the punishment that golfing technology and the elements continue to dish out.
Available in 2 standard sizes, 3.5 x 3.5m and 4.5 x 3.5m, and can also be made to measure.
- 180 ply Heavy Weight Woven Net
- Heat Treated and Roped Edges
- UV Treated
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description Colour/Size</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date Required: ____________________________  TOTAL: $ ____________

**Freight Policy** - Freight charges apply. Quote can be provided on request.
**Return Policy** - Merchandise will only be accepted for return if it is in original condition, and provided it is returned within 14 days of the original shipping date. No returns will be accepted without a confirmed authorisation number.

David Golf & Engineering Pty Ltd – Sales Desk 1300 790 890

12th Green - The Dunes Golf Links